By MITCHELL BERGER

Although the week, January 5-12, proved to be a
kickoff date for the development campaign, there was
two drawbacks to the fund drive. First, the campaign for
the fall fund drive that began in August, and
for which the kickoff was held, did not reach its
target. Second, the kickoff itself was a disaster.
About 300 students turned out to hear the kickoff speech
and the keynote was delivered by Minister of Education
Alvin E. Wachter. But when the applause was over and
the keynote was delivered, only 12 students showed up for
the rest of the meeting. The organizers of the kickoff
were not able to attract a crowd. It is possible that
the kickoff itself was a disaster because the organizers
never found a way to attract a crowd.

The kickoff speech was delivered by Dr. James E. Maxson,
the director of the American Council on Education. He
 spoke about the importance of higher education and
the need for the university to raise funds.

The kickoff speech was followed by a question-and-answer
session, during which students asked questions about
the campaign and its goals. The questions were
ranging from how the funds would be used to
whether the campaign would be successful.
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Med School Professor Uses Rats in Experiments for Diabetes Cure

By BLAINE HEBREW
The Press lightweight football team, still on its road, will go on the road again this week when it meets Princeton, 2-1 at Palmer Stadium in the Ivy game.

After a tough loss to Rutgers and a sound drubbing by Army the Quakers returned to Franklin Field last week to defeat Columbia, 3-1. But for the lightweight to continue its winning streak it will have to be steady.
Actor-Director Whitehead, at a Wednesday press conference, discussed the future Festival productions which he is bringing to Philadelphia in the next few weeks.

Actor-Director Whitehead

Keeps Busy In Area Plays

By JEREMY SIMONS

Thursday, Nov. 3

To the Law School

LAW SCHOOL

ON SUNDAY

Tony Heffernan 8:00 pm

Joint General Secretary of Sinn Fein (The political wing of the official Irish Republican Army) will speak on Ireland's past & present political situation.

A SLIDE SHOW 7:00 pm

On the history of Northern Ireland and "Ireland's past & present political situation."

Tonight Nov. 1st in

Dietrich Hall Room W-1

POETRY COURSE

English 13. The Art of Verse

Dr. Hoffman, Wed. 2-4

enrollment in this course in the Writing Program is limited. Upperclass Students wishing to be considered should submit three of their poems (with stamped return envelope) to English 13, 119 Bennett Hall, before Tuesday, 5 Nov. The list of those selected for English 13 will be posted in Bennett by pre-registration.

The Story Behind the Story

by Paul Theroux

N.Y. Review of Books, Nov. 17, 1977

The author of "The Mosquito Coast" and "In Search of Zaire" has been called the leading contemporary travel writer in the United States. In this book he scrutinizes the techniques of such travel writers as Paul Bowles, A. J. Liebling, and Vidal Sassoon. Theroux says he is not a "traveler" because he detests the idea of being led around by someone who doesn't know the country better than he.
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Another Term for the Governor

In an election year when incumbents face a tough time because of the recent crisis in national government, we feel Pennsylvania’s Governor and junior senator deserve another term in office. During our country’s economic and political troubles, both Governor Milton Shapp and Senator Richard Schmitt have displayed the ability to be negative but have not offered viable solutions to our most pressing problems.

Brewo Lewis, a long-time Republican cheerleader from the Main Line, paves a handsome and youthful image. For the past few months, Mr. Lewis has unflinchingly exposed the Harrisburg post.

Mr. Lewis’s speech to cut down wasteful governmental spending is a high point of his defense of scholarships for middle income students and families. Mr. Lewis says he has seen enough of wasteful programs and organizations. He has his own thoughts on how to make the government more efficient and responsive.

Unfortunately, Mr. Lewis is guilty by association with Pat. Patrick Gleason’s controversial committee contract practices. In an attempt to politically assassinate the Governor, Mr. Gleason took advantage of a Republican Majority in the House and turned his investigations into a witch hunt. While Mr. Lewis refused to commit on the hearing, it is hard to believe he was not aware of Mr. Gleason’s plans.

Mr. Lewis’s inexperience in politics, never having held a public office, makes it very hard to endorse him. His vague campaign contributions from these wealthy Pennsylvania multimillionaires makes it hard to believe Mr. Lewis is really a “people’s candidate.”

Governor Shapp, meantime, has had his ups and downs while in office. The current issue is by no means mundane and Mr. Shapp must accept the responsibility for the few dishonest administration members. However, there is no indication Mr. Shapp personally is anything but honest and there is every reason to believe the Governor is making rigid progress on the corruption issue.

A secret U.S. foreign policy document recently declassified by the National Security Study Memorandum, Mr. Shapp’s predecessor, compiled by consultant Senator Gore, revealed: “distrust of the Cape route is actually a smokescreen for the better lines of the Western states government.”

To Governor Shapp has given the state a new direction. His pro-bizarre and anti-spam petition votes are well founded and expected. Meanwhile, Mr. Shapp seemingly has acted out of step with the best interests of Pennsylvania in mind.

Mr. Shapp has also emerged as a national leader. When the Washington Watergate was uncovered, Mr. Shapp was one of the very first politicians to place the issue before the public. He used an opportunity to speak out about the need for honest state government.

We urge Governor Shapp will continue this Pennsylvania interest. We urge Governor Shapp to continue to set the high standards of Pennsylvania in mind.

Meanwhile, Peter Fishbert has done little in this campaign aside to the senatorial seat. His pledge to the Defense Department budget to $5 per cent is disingenuous. The Pittsburgh Mayor has run a traditionally negative campaign, calling out the government to “tighten its belt” without saying how, while supporting all the Republicans for the inflation that has been caused, saying he will do it.

Mr. Fishbert has said that he would not support President Nixon’s budget because he was a Republican; not because he has been a bad senator. We do not feel Mayor Fishbert will represent up police departments and state agencies. We also hope Mr. Fishbert will make a public financing campaign bill to enact the democratic process.

... and for the Senator

In the Senate, Richard Schweiker has emerged as a leader of any party, but the People’s Party. Centennial Council, one of the nation’s most prestigious annual meetings, has been a man of conscience and independence.

In addition to safe-guarding from within such a support Republican Senator the party, the Common Council, has expanded our interests. Mr. Schweiker has sensibly opposed the war in Vietnam, voting against the defendants and the execution of former President Nixon.

Mr. Schweiker has been the very successful all-folks loving groups by advocating a reduction in the appliance allowance and their foreign tax credits. The candidate also has taken a hard line against any proposed alcohol and for the nomination of former President Nixon.

Mr. Schweiker has been the very successful all-folks loving groups by advocating a reduction in the appliance allowance and their foreign tax credits. The candidate also has taken a hard line against any proposed alcohol.

We hope Governor Shapp will continue this Pennsylvania interest. We urge Governor Shapp to continue to set the high standards of Pennsylvania in mind.

The National Scene

Pentagon Drafts War Plans

By Jack Anderson

WASHINGTON — Pentagon strategists, quietly formulating war plans that could conceivably destroy the United States in an African racial war. Here are the inside details:

The most pervasive confusion, one that is not being publicly stated, is the fact that the troops have decided to ignore the Pentagon’s General’s order and return to action against the United States. The order is not being enforced because the troops believe that the Pentagon’s General’s order is not enforceable.

In the absence of any evidence to the contrary, worldwide readers have been led to believe that the troops’ order was the right thing to do. We question this based on the following facts:

1. The last 11 pro-junta and anti-communist defense reports tell us that two thousand soldiers, members of the African Alliance, killed in the United States.

2. The United Nations, in concert with its NATO allies, is attempting to deploy a “Cape Route” from the United States through Africa to the Indian Ocean. This operation would allow the UN to attack the Soviets and require the deployment of large numbers of American troops.

3. The U.S. weapons sales to Pakistan, in addition to the free-standing missiles shipped to South Africa, constitute an illegal war action according to the U.S. Foreign Relations Committee.

The government’s attempts to cover up these facts are being actively engaged by the U.S. press, the U.S. military, and the U.S. political establishment. The facts are being covered up in an attempt to create a public opinion favorable to the U.S. war in Africa.

The intelligence reports predict that the U.S. military will begin to take power in the ruling Christian Alliance, which has now been replaced by a new military government. The U.S. government is not able to control the situation and is now seeking to gain control of the U.S. military in Africa.

In Portugal, the Communist Party is now in charge of several major departments, as well as in the area of political power. The Communist Party is now the main political force in the country.

The intelligence reports warn that the U.S. military is now planning to take power in the U.S. government in Africa. The Communists are now the main political force in Portugal.

Project “Incredible”

This is the latest plan on the ground that the U.S. government can be taken over by the Communists. The Portuguese government is now planning to take power in the U.S. government.

1. The U.S. military is now planning to take power in the U.S. government.
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Recreation Programs

Many people are not aware of the wide variety of recreation programs available. Below are excerpts from a report by the Office of Recreation, Pennsylvania State University. The report is available at the Campus Recreation Center.

Barrett, Once Again

In the first congressional district race, the Republican once again has failed to offer a viable alternative to William Barrett. Barrett has been seen taking up space on the November ballot. The party’s “spreading the word on the nomination” to Mr. Nagra.

Speaking in broad generalities about legislation, Mr. Nagra criticizes Congressman Barrett for not being a leader in Washington without any real accomplishments.

Mr. Nagra has missed several key votes and does not take an active part in introducing new legislation. However, it would be impossible to be more open and honest during this election year. Barrett has been a successful former state government and has been a successful Pennsylvania lawmaker.
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The Daily Pennsylvania

Workers Delay Strike

Workers who operate in the administration have been asked to come to work. The strike is not scheduled to end until midnight, and there are indications that the workers will continue to strike for the rest of the week. The administration has not yet made any formal announcement about the strike, but sources say that they will announce their decision within the next few days.

Football

The final score of the game was 27-14, with the winning team scoring off a pass from the quarterback to the wide receiver. The game was played on a rainy day, and both teams struggled to keep the ball dry. The winning team had a strong defense, and the losing team was unable to score in the second half.

SOLIDARITY WITH ISRAEL

On Nov. 4, the P.L.O. will begin a four-day strike against the Israeli government. The strike is expected to be the largest in the country's history, with millions of workers and students participating. The P.L.O. hopes to use the strike to put pressure on the government to take action on the issue of Palestinian rights.

The University of Pennsylvania

On November 5, the university will host a conference on the topic of education and technology. The conference will bring together educators, researchers, and industry leaders to discuss the latest developments in the field.

HILLEL BRUNCH

SUNDAY NOVEMBER 3rd 11:30 A.M.

PHOTOS For Application e Passports e Resumes

When you would service (if needed),

On Campus at SHAPIR STUDIOS
3907 Walnut St. 215-445-3885

Happy Birthday

BIG BRIAN and Suki

Our New Address:
THE COPY CENTER
3457 Walnut St. 222-9775

adjacent to (Grand Bank)
We specialize in quality work
Resume, Thesis - Dissertation etc.
Come see us soon!

A Man For
A Foreign Missionary Priest

I am interested in becoming a Foreign Missionary Priest. I am looking for a man who can help me make a difference in the lives of others. I would like to work with a group of people who are dedicated to serving others.

COLUMBUS FATHER

A tough challenge, but if you have the right attitude, it can be a rewarding experience. I am looking for a man who can work under pressure and is willing to take on new challenges.

Annenberg Center presents
A SHAW FESTIVAL PRODUCTION
PAXTON WHITEHEAD
JAMES VALENTINE JOHN HORTON JAMES EMOND

Chapley's Audit
BY BRANDON THOMAS
MR. WHITEHEAD
November 5 thru 17
Fri & Sat EMRS. SEC. CHIEF. 57. Drive: 56
See 4 Sun. MRTS. 15, 16, 21, 33
Market Discount available for all performances of the Box Office only, is of Students & Other Students $2.00. Students $2.75. (Continued)

EVENING^
MARTI: SUN. & SAT. & 21. OPEN-AIR NIGHT, NOVEMBER 16, 17, 24. 26 (OPEN-AIR NITE,) 29
MAIL ORDERS ACCEPTED NOW
Tickets also available at leading Ticket Agencies

Zellerbach Theatre: University of Pennsylvania 3660 Walnut St.

SOLIDARITY WITH ISRAEL

On Nov. 4, the P.L.O. will speak at the U.N. On Nov. 4, the P.L.O. will attempt to dismember Israel On Nov. 4, there will be a massive Jewish demonstration outside the U.N.

Roundtrip bus fare: Phila. - N.Y. $1.00 INFO: The November 4th Committee Harlan EV 3-4243

IBM

would like to talk to you about you.

And we can offer outstanding career opportunities in Engineering, Programming, and Marketing.

We will be interviewing at The University of Pennsylvania on November 5, 1974.

To find out about IBM and let us find out about you, sign up for an interview at the Placement Office or write to Mr. R. D. Kelly, College Relations Manager, IBM Corporation, Old Orchard Road, Armonk, New York 10504.
Homecoming
Sat., Nov. 9, 1974

40,000 Students, Parents, and Alumni converge
on Franklin Field and

The Daily Pennsylvania
will be there with a
SPECIAL HOMECOMING ISSUE

For information about advertising:
Call 594-6581 or visit our office
at 34th & Chestnut
FOOTBALL

Offensive Circus Expected in Cambridge

McNally, Holt Just Small Part Of Contest's Scoring Potential

(Continued from previous page)

You have to back Harvard, with state remarkably similar to the famous Harvard pass, and not overlook key areas such as interceptions and fumble-recovery. You still your game for that. The Quakers' winning games - and you'll see that Quakers Jack Wixted and Adolph Bellzare have rolled up a decided edge. But hold everything - Harvard's got junior halfback Noel Miller. He's leading rusher, back from an injury.

OK, now the statistics, let's play the game of comparative scores, for what it's worth. Harvard's only loss was to Rutgers six games ago - the Quakers' winning games. Rutgers had Princeton, Penn last Princeton last week. Then again, with the two teams' only common opponent, Cornell, things went this way the Quakers came back from 12-7 deficit to the feeling firm at 21-7 and then blew a chance to win, then losing their with the only slant on their five-game completion. Harvard backed down a week later and also came from behind, so much that the final score was 21-14, a Penn coming over just plain big loss.

Most still not made up, about either the importance of stopping Cambridge's backfield, or the uniqueness of what is going to win. Then let's have a chance with the main coaches. First, Penn head Barry Gamble, discussing on the Harvard passing attack:

"...There's no question Pat McNally is a great receiver - he is pretty much to their attack itself. Allady, now New York Giant end Don Clune was to ours a pass man, and Bill Mitchell just being because of McNally, he's benefiting because he's a good quarterback, as I said."

"Any time you've got a great passer of this quality," Gamble continued, "you have to be overly concerned, and you're going to have to find ways to try and reduce the threat."

Which sounds like, the Quakers are preparing for a long day of pass defense at the expense of pass offense for the on, right Coach?"

"If I had a guy like McNally, I'm sure I'd throw, Gamble said yesterday. But I don't get the idea Harvard is not a poor running attack; they do have good people, with or without Miller. Stupenys and this year's leading rusher, Tommy Warne has the moves of a brilliance, and with Miller back that gives them a bit of a zing. We've got to keep them under wraps and give them too much room, and they can really hurt you."

And that's why Gamble, even with his stalwart faith in the machinelike Quaker pass, expects a contest different from the scores of the past few years. Neither do Harvard coach Joe Brower, nor his quarterback Hall, but for different reasons.

"Oh, they're tough, they're as tough to catch, oned feet up upon first moment of Penn's offense. About those people, With Wixted and Bellzare there's no better backfield in the league. If you keep them from going outside. You got to turn and all away—we did it would be tough. You do little of his day you can back and relax a little bit, but that's not going to happen the Saturday."

As for quarterback Hall, it's much more about why, he thinks Harvard will be less in point to many Penn's offense, with all all themes, and more of McNally's defense, that three points may come on pace, which means McNally from Hall, TD.

"Our running game came around tremendously last week in a 17-15 win over last Princeton, which was held back in the league. It seems from going outside. You can turn and still away—we did it wouldn't succeed. You do little of his day you can back and relax a little bit, but that's not going to happen the Saturday."

As for quarterback Hall, it's much more about why, he thinks Harvard will be less in point to many Penn's offense, with all all themes, and more of McNally's defense, that three points may come on pace, which means McNally from Hall, TD.

"Our running game came around tremendously last week in a 17-15 win over last Princeton, which was held back in the league. It seems from going outside. You can turn and still away—we did it wouldn't succeed. You do little of his day you can back and relax a little bit, but that's not going to happen the Saturday."

As for quarterback Hall, it's much more about why, he thinks Harvard will be less in point to many Penn's offense, with all all themes, and more of McNally's defense, that three points may come on pace, which means McNally from Hall, TD.
Gridders Showdown with Harvard “Immortals”

Starkville, Ga. — Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” would be about as difficult a task as for a team to come here to the Mississippi Valley and defeat the Fighting Irish at Notre Dame. But the Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” is another one of those high-sticking, wild, fast-covered meets that even the Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” themselves are losing in the last few years. The Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” are not the same Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” that the Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” always were. But the Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” are back in the Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” again. The Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” have been playing the Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” for the last six years. The Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” have been playing with Harvard “Immortals” for the last six years. The Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” have been playing with Harvard “Immortals” for the last six years. The Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” have been playing with Harvard “Immortals” for the last six years. The Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” have been playing with Harvard “Immortals” for the last six years. The Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” have been playing with Harvard “Immortals” for the last six years.

Big Five Race Wins: Penn Wins Harriers over Cats

Luther Jackson

In a battle of the current regattas, the big Five won't see much in the way of opposition. The four other regattas coming up will be too far away for the Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” to make much of a difference.

The Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” will not be able to make up much ground on the Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” in the near future. The Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” are not the same Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” that the Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” always were. But the Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” are back in the Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” again. The Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” have been playing the Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” for the last six years. The Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” have been playing with Harvard “Immortals” for the last six years. The Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” have been playing with Harvard “Immortals” for the last six years. The Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” have been playing with Harvard “Immortals” for the last six years. The Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” have been playing with Harvard “Immortals” for the last six years. The Gridders’ showplace with Harvard “Immortals” have been playing with Harvard “Immortals” for the last six years.

Penn Boots Face Cantor Surprises

By Roger Scutts

The Penn boatmen are expecting a tough fight from Cantors. The Penn boatmen are expecting a tough fight from Cantors. The Penn boatmen are expecting a tough fight from Cantors. The Penn boatmen are expecting a tough fight from Cantors. The Penn boatmen are expecting a tough fight from Cantors. The Penn boatmen are expecting a tough fight from Cantors.

DP Swans

PENN at BAYR MTD at YALE CORNWELL at COLUMBIA at BRONX

BARRY BIRINGER (154)

Penn, 5’28, Yale, 5’27, Cornell, 5’24, Princeton.

RED MEYER (196)

Penn, 5’27, Yale, 5’26, Cornell, 5’20, Princeton.

JODY FRYER (164)

Penn, 5’26, Yale, 5’26, Cornell, 5’24, Princeton.

CHARLIE SERVET (174)

Harvard, 5’20, Yale, 5’23, Cornell, 5’23, Princeton.

ED WIGHT (186)

Harvard, 5’23, Yale, 5’22, Cornell, 5’25, Princeton.

MIDON SNAPP

Penn, 5’22, Yale, 5’20, Cornell, 5’25, Princeton.

DREW LEWIS

Penn, 5’25, Yale, 5’20, Cornell, 5’25, Princeton.

ELIAS CARIOT

Penn, 5’26, Yale, 5’24, Cornell, 5’24, Princeton.

ELAINE SUGA

Penn, 5’22, Yale, 5’24, Cornell, 5’25, Princeton.

Rob Toppen (8)

Paddle Starter

(Continued on page 7)

(Continued on page 7)